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Introduction

Dear alumni and dear friends of SDL,

Two years have passed since we started to carry out
the idea on publishing of the Bulletin of democratic
leadership, intending to offer the space for our alumni
and the ones who will become our alumni, as the alter‐
native space to open new topics or actualize the old
ones, to indicate on problems and potential solution,
for criticism and praising. 

Two things are important for the future of our soci‐
ety and our state: learning and development. This is
what the School of Democratic Leadership offers to its
social actors, especially political, for almost 15 years ‐
improvement of capacities; so that the ones, who got
the mandate from citizens, can really be prepared to
lead the state.

The real worth of the School is unmeasurable. It is
the only space offered in Montenegro, where different
and often opposed representatives of the state and so‐
ciety have the opportunity to communicate, exchange
standpoints and arguments – to have a dialogue. Our
work is deeply devoted to political education and en‐
couraging of actors, who are or will be a part of politi‐
cal and social elite. Our aim is to shape human
infrastructure that will strongly influence on present
democratization processes, which will be the example
of a dialogue and cooperation.

So it will be in a New Year 2017, with the new gener‐
ation of participants we intend to form soon. The
School constantly develops and adapts its program to
dynamic changes in Montenegrin society and to the
needs of prominent social actors. Even in 2017, the team
of the School stays devoted and open for all of you who
share the same values.   

Sanja Rašović, 
coordinator SDL

Bulletin of
Democratic
Leadership
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European Union for their own agendas. The influence
of the other regional players, such as Turkey, Russia,
the Arab Gulf states or Chine is minimal. US diplomats
have strongly reacted to the crisis.  

 Please, describe the actual post‐election situation
in Macedonia (up to which extent results of the last
parliamentarian elections can cause changes)?

The results of the elections were VMRO-DPMNE 51, SDSM
49, DUI 10, Besa 5, Alliance for Albanians 3, DPA 2. SDSM con-
tested the results in Sixth electoral unit due to alleged "electoral
irregularities" and the State Electoral Committee asked for rep-
etition of the vote in one electoral locality. The vote could have
changed the overall results to: VMRO-DPMNE 50-SDSM 50,
but they did not. The results as they are mean that the new gov-
ernment coalition will have a very thin majority and in the case
SDSM lead it it will require at least  three coalition partners. In
any case the next government will hardly be in position to deal
with substantial issues and make difficult reforms. In all likeli-
hood the new government will be of limited duration. As there
are local elections stipulated by law to be held in March 2017 it
is even possible that Macedonia has another round of parlia-
mentary elections together with the local ones. 

 How do you assess the road of the country to‐
wards the integration process? Do you think that the
country and the society should make additional ef‐
forts, and in which part? In that regards, up to which
extent is regional cooperation important and in
which part it has to be improved?

The EU accession of Macedonia is blocked for
many years by Greece's insistence that the country
changes its name. The democratic consolidation has
been affected by this lack of perspective in the Euro-
pean integration. Much needs to be done by citizens
to democratize further the country. They need to be
more active in monitoring the activities of political
parties and public institutions and ask for more trans-
parency and responsibility in policy making processes.
On the other hand, as it is well known, regional coop-
eration for Macedonia is a difficult path since neigh-
bors have different demands on its history and

INTERVIEW
Prof. Dr. ZHIDAS DASKALOVSKI
Director of School of Political Studies Mother Teresa and Center for Research and Policy Making (CRPM)
email: daskalovski@crpm.org.mk

 According to information that can be heard from
various sides, Macedonia faces with the political cri‐
sis. In which manner is this crisis manifested and
what is the solution for resolving the situation? In
that context, do you perceive similarities with the sit‐
uation in Montenegro or other region countries?   

The Macedonian political crisis is a result of several
factors. One, the parliamentary election results of 2014
were not acknowledged by the biggest opposition party,
the social democrats, SDSM. Secondly, the leader of
SDSM, Zoran Zaev, had in the first half of 2015 broad-
cast-ed a dozen of illegally taped conversations of high
ranking politicians of the ruling coalition (VMRO-
DPMNE and DUI) claiming corruption prevails(ed) in
the work of the government for which he asked for re-
sponsibility. The ruling party (VMRO-DPMNE)
claimed that the illegal recording was done by foreign
security agencies aided by pro-opposition employees in
the Macedonian secret service. It also disregarded the
accusations of corruption claiming the broadcasted
materials have been illegally recorded and produced.
Following mediation by the EU and USA a framework
for institutional reforms has been agreed, including the
founding of a new public body, the Special Public Pros-
ecutor, to investigate the allegations of wrongdoing
form the recordings. New elections were also agreed.
Although twice postponed, now they are set to be held
on 11 December 2016. Overall, the influence of the for-
eign diplomats in the domestic affairs of the country is
excessive. Both VMRO-DPMNE and SDSM also use
friendship with sister parties and politicians from the

Huge contribution of citizens for further 
democratization of the state

Citizens should be active in monitoring of activities of political
parties and public institutions, and should require more trans-
parency and responsibility in processes of creation of policies.
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identity. Besides the problem with Greece, Bulgaria also denies Macedonians the right to self-identification and
separate language, while Serbian Orthodox Church denies independence of the Macedonian Church. Cooperation
on individual, citizen level and in economic terms is good however.   

Sanja Rašović

We believe that the new investment in new political elite 
will result in close future

 What is the impact of activities of Political School of the Council of Europe in Macedonia? Where is
this impact mostly visible?

The School has an impact on the new elites of policy makers whom we select from different walks of life in
the country. Being from different ideological and political backgrounds they find common ground in the ac-
tivities of the School, socialize and build networks. We expect the results of this nurturing of new Macedonian
elites to spring in the near future, as our participants reach the zenith of their careers. In principle, the School
of the Council of Europe in Macedonia has committed itself to the following objectives: 
-     To encourage the development of responsible and ethical leadership also accepting the principles of Mother
Teresa to increase social justice and to aid “in the struggle to overcome poverty and distress, which also constitute
a threat to peace”;
-    To provide opportunities for political and civic leaders from across the spectrum of public life to come to-
gether to discuss a wide range of current political, social and economic issues;
-     To encourage transparent public policy making process which takes into account the core principles of good
governance and the different public interests and opinions;
-    To enhance public dialogue and media debate by fostering appreciation of the values of liberal multicultur-
alism, encouraging participation, inclusion and the free exchange of ideas.

The themes covered by the School are: Improving Public Policy; Issues in Euro-Atlantic affairs and enlarge-
ment; Liberal multiculturalism in theory and practice; and Current Issues in Macedonian and Western Balkan
politics. In principle the School lasts from October to June and typically offers: four weekend courses, CRPM
discussions and a World Forum for Democracy at the Council of Europe. The weekend courses have an intensive
program of lectures, workshops and debates. The CRPM discussions are offered by eminent persons whose in-
troduction of 22 minutes and 22 seconds is followed by Chatham House rule discussion on topics related to
the themes of the School. The Strasbourg World Forum for Democracy is an annual gathering of leaders, opin-
ion-makers, civil society activists, representatives of business, academia, media and professional groups to de-
bate key challenges for democracies worldwide.
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DANIJELA PAVIĆEVIĆ
Vice President of SNP and a member of the Parliament of Montenegro 
danijelajp@ymail.com

people who live on the verge of existence. Even the
local leaders, embodied in DPS, are aware of the fact
they can manipulate large number of citizens by pay-
ment of social benefits, which is especially noted dur-
ing the electoral process.
Therefore, we can logically conclude: impoverishment
of citizens and disappearance of the middle class was
political strategy of the ruling party, in order to provide
necessary majority easily, which provided them more
years to rule. It is clear that the middle class is the one
that thinks best with its own head and significantly im-
pacts on stability of the country.
Budget rebalance and sale of the state issued bonds are
actual these days, for fulfilling of the gap in the budget,
because the Government has no money to finance social
contributions and pensions. Even the barely literate man
knows that Montenegrin budget I filled with the money
of poor citizens who pay more than half of the money,
needed for the functioning of the country. On the other
side, we have a huge problem related to tax debtors, who
don’t pay debts. Some of these debts are more than 10
million euros. In situation like this, we have the fact that
legal persons participate in financing of the country with
the incredible 3,5 percent. It is unconceivable that such
a case has happened in Europe, where legal persons pay
more than the half of the necessary funds in the state
budget, through tax and contributions.
Montenegrin absurd is that the politician, who is
among the 20 richest people, not only in Europe but
wider, rules in such a poor country. His wealth is esti-
mated on hundreds of millions of euros. He provided
to himself and to a group of his closest associates, rel-
atives, and best men smooth conditions for enormous
enrichment. Various violations of national resources
are responsible for such a situation. Is it important to
mention different provisions, “the first sister”, privati-
zations of the best men, and provision of concessions
on Montenegrin enrichments of relatives and best
men… and we still stay silent on all of this…
Instead of the conclusion, I’ll end up the story with the
lyrics of Đorđe Balašević from his song “Putuj
Evropo”… (Farewell Europe)

„Defective democracy“

Reading local journals or watching certain TV sta-
tions in Montenegro, people who visit our country

for the first time would have thought that we live in
Monte Carlo, instead in Montenegro… But we, the peo-
ple who are by destiny attached to Montenegro, are
aware of the bitter reality that reminds us that every-
thing is not as pink as some “pink” media report.       
Not long ago, while reading the book “Nojeva barka”,
of dr Branislav Radulovic, the article “Reciklaža” at-
tracted my attention… A lot of things in this text made
me think…the author looked back on recently pub-
lished study of the German Foundation “Bertelsman”,
which assessed the manner of ruling in the South-East
Europe (or Western Balkan, as we like to call it) as “de-
fective democracy”. Radulović warned that all the peo-
ple who live in social communities, should find causes
of such an defined situation.
Most experts from the region agree with the assess-
ment of the German Foundation, who pointed out that
“the governments violate the power” and that “dissat-
isfaction of people rises”. What separates Montenegro
from others is the fact that in most countries dissatis-
faction is reflected through electoral process, but there
is no such effect in Montenegro and the same political
nomenclature rules for the last three decades. 
I can mention here plentiful examples of effects of defec-
tive democracies, starting from a number of privatiza-
tions, transitions, restructurings and crisis, but we already
know all about this. And we can hear criticism of the gov-
ernment everywhere, using the ugliest colors to describe
the most significant characteristics and to describe the
situation citizens are facing. However, the government
described in this manner still holds the authority… 
And then, when analyzing seriously, we can easily find
causes of the situation. Instead of various assessments
and guessing, we’ll call on Montenegrin official na-
tional statistics that was denied so many times… Ac-
cording to statistics, number of users of social benefits
is almost 50.000, but there is 40.000 of retired persons
who receive less than 200,00 euros. If we add to this
number all the “losers of transition”, who are at the reg-
ister list of the Employment Agency due to the bank-
ruptcy in their previous companies, the overall number
of Montenegrin citizens in social needs exceeds
100.000. Hypothetically, if all of these citizens would
vote for one electoral list, the list would have more than
20 MPs in Montenegrin Parliament, and would have
the role to decide on important matters for Montene-
gro and its citizens.
Serious experts agree that it is easier to manipulate

„...Ma, nisu krivci depresivci, lude i psihopate, 
Što su rušili, pa sada nude lopate, 
Krivi smo mi...
Ma, nisu krivi sedativi, što ih nisu sputali
Sorry matori, krivci smo mi koji smo ćutali...“
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VLADIMIR MARTINOVIĆ
Vice President of Democratic Montenegro
demokrate.martinovic@gmail.com

Who is the bearer of sovereignty and how it is carried
out? Sovereignty in the national country belongs

to the nation. The nation is abstract and indivisible, as
should be presented as such. Thus, consistently carried
out representative government or indirect democracy re-
sponds to the national country. On the other side, a cit-
izen in the civic state is the source and asylum of the
whole authority, notwithstanding its belonging to differ-
ent collectives. A citizen holds its own part of sovereignty
in his own hands. A citizen measures and judges every-
thing that is political. Only civic country can be of the
long lifetime and democratic. And only then can provide

cohesion of the society and can respond to a number of
temptations of the modern time. 
Elements of development of the civic country in Mon-
tenegro are noted from Stega (the first written law in
Montenegro), to Danilo’s Code, until the Constitution of
the Principality of Montenegro in 1905. Nowadays, Mon-
tenegro has been defined by the Constitution as the civic
country. But, as always, it is easier to define something
than to put it in reality.
Direct democracy is extremely important due to the com-
plexity of modern society and important social dynamics.
However, civic country requires institutions that would
make a citizen as an indicator and a judge of everything
that is political, and the people as the subject of the
power, at least when it comes to the most important na-
tional and political matters, not to executes professional
affairs, of course.
There is the lack of direct democracy in Montenegro at all

levels. Direct democracy should be the obstacle to the in-
terest and short-sighted policy. It is the guarantee of the tol-
erance and development of initiatives of citizens, bearers of
the highest power, at least when it comes to civic country.
Civic country requires more direct democracy even in
formal designs and in practice. A citizen should not be
excluded from the process of making the most promi-
nent national and political matters. The question that
occurs in that case is whether such relations negate the
country as civic? Who is the bearer of sovereignty in that
case? Is it the citizen, as the Constitution says, or the rul-
ing political elite?

As relatively young democracy, Montenegro needs
higher level of direct democracy, citizens must feel that
they are not the voting machine that works only when
political elites decide on this. Society as the whole should
be the part of each process that is related to the society
and the country where it functions. 

Civic country needs more than
direct democracy

Although politically and legally free and equal
in creating, members of the society do not
have the opportunity to decide on implemen-
tation and control of political decision in real-
ity, meaning that political governing elites
create the policy in accordance with its inter-
ests. Their interest is than presented as the in-
terest of the society or the nation, not taking
into account the consequences for the long-
time period.
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ERVIN IBRAHIMOVIĆ
Bosniak Party, member of Parliament of Montenegro
ervin.Ibrahimovic@skupstina.me

Montenegro ends the fifth year of negotiation
process with the European Union with 26 opened

chapters, out of 35. Two chapters have been closed. Ne-
gotiation positions were submitted for four chapters, and
fulfilment of initiating indicators for three more chapters
set by the European Commission is in course, or devel-
opment of the report is in course. Notwithstanding the
satisfying result, it is clear that the most requiring part
of the process is coming. This is especially important as
we are aware that the plan of the Government is to close
the last negotiating chapter in 2019. Challenges are
ahead, and are often related to very complicate bureau-
cratic procedures that are inevitable part of negotiations
with the administration of Brussels. Shortly, the society,
citizens and wide community of our system will face with
the process that is not easy at all.
Adoption of the EU acquis communautaire is not only
the process related to the authority branches. Also, it is
neither expert nor political. If we accept it like this - as

the political and expert story, the process is losing its
sense and becomes pure bureaucratic business that has
nothing to do with the needs of citizens. Essential defi-
nition of the negotiation process of Montenegro with the
EU is in its worth changes citizens have to feel. Also, cit-
izens should be active participants in implementation of
adopted legislation of the EU. Thus, authority bodies, in-
stitutions of the system should be the model and should
indicate with its example how things should be done.

I’ll mention environment as the example of what I men-
tion above. This chapter has not been opened yet. Open-
ing of the chapter is in course. Besides the adoption of
the legislation framework of the Union, successful im-
plementation of measures of the chapter 27 means
changing of unpopular habits we still use as the society.
Here, I mean on waste disposal. The best example in this
regard is the north of the country. Saying the best, I mean
the most obvious, not the most successful. Fulfilling of
indicators of this chapter shall largely influence on future
development of municipalities of the northern region.
Thus, local authorities from the north should actively
participate in implementation of measures for the pro-
tection of environment.
Rising awareness of the society in terms of ecology is the
primacy of modern political tendencies of governments
of developed countries, and Montenegro should follow
that road as well. Not only the Government participates
in implementation of these policies, but citizens as well.

For that reason, Chapter 27 may be the
synergy that can and should lead to
understanding of legal requirements
of the Government and the needs of
citizens. We believe that this is the key
point of the European integration
process: clear observation of obliga-
tions and requirements, conceived
“optimum balance” between the set
obligations and their implementation.
Joint work on fulfilment of policies on
protection of environment is the good
illustration of successful reforms our
society has to face with, in order to ful-
fil the set goals. Reforms in all seg-
ments of our society are in fact the
essence of the European integration
process. Besides the highly set require-
ments and challenges of negotiations,
this process is of great importance for

the society.
It is sure that, thanks to the previous five years that were
successful, we have managed to initiate reforms that have
shown as adequate for development of democracy in
Montenegro. It is important to mention that future re-
forms will largely positively influence on strengthening
of the society in all segments: the rule of law, economic
criteria, employment policy, which is the essence and
goal of the process.

Active role of citizens in the EU
integration process needed
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NEBOJŠA BABOVIĆ
Chief of the Public Relations Bureau of the Municipality Berane
neboysha@gmail.com

During 1990s, Montenegro unexpectedly received sig-
nificant human capital in the form of refugees that are

compatible to our society in every way. Unfortunately, they
had been perceived as the social burden, not as the re-
source. For that reason, large number of refugees left our
country in the meantime, bearing their knowledge to the
countries that know how to use it. Besides refugees, a lot of
foreigners arrived in Montenegro recently, especially at the
coast, bearing both knowledge and the money. Neither
they have been used appropriately, nor have their ideas and
needs been listened. Everything is based on individual
steps on which we are proud of – when Mr Zlatičanin
(refugee from Albania) won the world gold or when the for-
eign media inform about the farm of donkeys in Montene-
gro, which is leaded by a foreigner.
Although non-citizens make at least 10 percent of popula-
tion, their needs are not accepted, because they have no
right to vote. I speak about tenants who have no right to be
members of the tenants assembly of the building and to
contribute to the elevator repair, at least; although they pay
for its maintenance each month.
The concept by which only residing citizens vote on local
elections, is not functional, and is harmful for municipali-
ties, especially in the province. According to this concept,
people who live somewhere else (Budva, Podgorica,
abroad) have the right to vote, and who do not essentially
contribute to development of its community, nor they have
anything to do with decisions of local bodies in their every-
day life. On the other side, citizens who related their life to
specific environment in Montenegro, among other things,
also do not have the right to vote.
The solution is in amending of the Constitution of Mon-
tenegro and Law on Election of MPs, by which the residen-
tial conditions would be valid for local elections, without
citizenship. Besides, it is important to amend the part about

State impairs citizen's perspective

the registration into the electoral list that would provide
electoral right in the place of the real residence of citizens.
This could be done if citizens would bring additional doc-
umentation during the registration into electoral list, such
as the health care cards, verifications of employers, employ-
ment agencies, and similar.
Only in this manner, local elections would become the real
decision making process on local problems, and would cease
to be the approval of loyalty, or opposing to the central gov-
ernment or referendums for the enormous state matters on
which local authorities do not have any influence. Residen-
tial voting would force political parties to turn to all the citi-
zens, and to change the current rigid system of deciding
which prevents development of the society and local com-
munities. Residential conditions would be the real “empow-
erment” – encouraging of individuals and local initiatives
and motivating of citizens to take part in deciding on matters
important for everyday life, on which they can influence.
The Venice Commission of the Council of Europe adopted
the Opinion in 2012 which says that non-citizens should
have the right to vote at local elections after the certain pe-
riod of residence. Comparative praxes in developed democ-
racies, such as Great Britain, Norway, and Sweden show that
this model is excellent precondition for adequate local eco-
nomic development.

Real decentralization may occur only by im-
proved rights of citizens, who reside munici-
palities, and not by increasing number of
municipalities with suspicious principles. It is
time for citizens to decide on municipalities in
Montenegro, otherwise we will soon have mu-
nicipalities without citizens who would surely
like to reside them.
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IVANA DRAKIĆ
Social Network Manager 
drakicivana@gmail.com

needed. Out if this number, only one was adopted and one was
rejected at the session of the Government. However, the portal
was criticized while it was active, because the Government re-
jected proposals of NGOs for reduction of signatures from 6000
to 3000, taking into account data of Monstat about the number
of citizens who had access to the computer and number of citi-
zens who are computer literate.
Reports of violation of official use of Government vehi-
cles is one more service that does not function for completely
unknown reasons. I don’t have to read analysis of the compe-
tent institutions. For me, it’s quite enough to open my email
and remind that the Government stayed silent on my reports
of violation of two vehicles in official use during the nonwork-
ing day, in the mid of the summer season in 2016 (I sent four
emails, without feedback). The last report on the website in-
dicates that the service had worked at the beginning of 2016.
When it comes to social networks, the Government of Mon-
tenegro takes them as one more channel for the promotion of
information and events, not as the additional way to make its
work closer to citizens and communicate with them. Options
“tweets” and “tweets & replies” on the Twitter account of the
Government are almost identical because the Government
tweets, but it does not give answers. According to the last re-
search of Twitplomacy, percentage of responses in tweets of
the Government of Montenegro is only 4%. It is generally
known that Croatia holds the world level – 47% of responses.
But, as we don’t like to be compared with the best ones, I would
like to mention that the percentage of the Government of Ser-
bia is 3%, and Macedonia 0%. Do You feel better now, since
we are better than Serbia and Macedonia? And to mention
this – employees at the Government of Montenegro explained
that they needed more employees in this sector in order to bet-
ter and devotedly communicate with citizens, because they
have a lot of work. All right, but this did not disturb them to
expand their promotion via Facebook and Instagram this year,
and thus create extra load work. Isn’t it better to have one chan-
nel of communication with citizens that functions on two
sides, than to multiply information from websites of the Gov-
ernment and other institutions?
So, our services suffer from being in poor condition, as non-
functional, or simply – they do not fulfil a purpose of the
two-side communication with citizens. Montenegrin insti-
tutions perceive democracy as the trend, something that
serves them to receive more points in local and foreign re-
searches, while at the same time, they do not believe in
power of new technologies and benefits of discussion with
citizens. In that case, we’ll still have dissatisfied citizens who
want the responses from the Government on Twitter, em-
ployees in institutions that do not understand that email
can be equally relevant as the fax machine and one general
atmosphere of distrust in everything.

The Government of Montenegro launches various elec-
tronic services and/or services for participation of citizens

in decision making processes. In the state where offline tools
for participation of citizens do not function well, and where
the culture of responsibility and transparency of authority
lacks, you have to introduce online services much better pre-
pared. Otherwise…let’s remind what happens with Montene-
grin eDemocracy:      
eAdministration: Web portal, which the Ministry for Infor-
mation Technologies called “electronic desk for citizens”, faces
the same problems for years. Three years ago, I explored up to
which extent the portal had been used, but in the analysis of
the Ministry about the work of the portal for 2015, I noted 1)
frustration of the Ministry, because other institutions do not
pay enough attention to the portal eGovernment (like they did
earlier), 2) a rise of number of services each year (like earlier),
3) besides the Program for professional development of stu-
dents, citizens rarely use the offered services – in 2015, 73% of
the overall number of processed requirements were related to
the above mentioned Program (like earlier), 4) I still don’t un-
derstand why the part of the web site eParticipation exists, be-
cause it still publishes the same information about public
debates like the web sites of ministries, and when there is no
participation of citizens at all (like it was earlier).
Promotion of this portal and services it provides were prob-
lems earlier, so I was pleasantly surprised when I found in the
analysis the following text: “…it is important to share informa-
tion about all activities from the domain of eGovernment con-
tinuously, on the official Facebook page of eGovernment
(eGovernment CG), in order to promote and receive feedback
for the potential users”. I was pleasantly surprised, until I saw
that the web page eGovernment had 393 likes although it ex-
isted more than a year (not to mention, or to mention never-
theless, that eGovernment can be added as a friend). In this
manner, the Ministry did not convince me that it had dealt se-
riously with the promotion of the portal more than other in-
stitution had. Of course, a goal to receive a feedback was not
fulfilled, because they did not have one single comment from
citizens on that page. And as it suits to a person professionally
developed in NGO sector, I’ll cover this with the research of
the UN eGovernment Development Index that said that Mon-
tenegro fell for two positions from 2014 to 2016.
Portal ePetition – Voice of Citizens has no active petitions
since 2014. The last thing we heard was that the Operational team
of the Open Government Partnership (OGP) would try to revi-
talize this service, but a year has passed since that information.
They probably have to revitalize themselves as the Operational
team firstly, than the new OGP Action Plan, and at the end citi-
zens would vote. The portal was launched in 2012, so that the
civic initiatives can easier find the way to the Government. And
above all, only two petitions collected 6000 signatures that were

eDemocracy in Montenegro: the
gap between trend and tradition
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The Government of Montenegro decided on abol-
ishing of children’s allowance, using the Plan for

the recovery of deficit and public debt, and amend-
ments of Law on Social and Child Protection. Chil-
dren’s allowance is 31,8 euros and is intended for
students of elementary and high schools, whose par-
ents are registered at the Employment Agency and
have no social benefits. Almost 4,300 children should
exercise the right to allowance, but with abolishment
of children’s allowance, the state will save 1,65 million
euros. It was also announced that children’s allowance
should be paid again from January 2018, according to
amendments of Law on Social and Child Protection.
So, all of this is about the year of economic crisis that
has to be overcome. But, why have they targeted the
children for the saving measures?
Although the state is the one that has to provide safety
and assistance to parents, the step of the Government
creates completely different image. I cannot help the
feeling that they have again targeted the poorest and
the most vulnerable people for the saving measures.
In October 2016, Tax Administration published the
black list of 200 tax debtors, who owe 74,48 million
euros. Those debtors are companies that did not pay

the value added tax on profit, sales tax, real estate, ex-
cise and concessions. The list did not include liqui-
dated and bankrupted companies. Therefore, this is all
about companies whose debt payment is impossible.
Data are from the previous year, similar amount of debt

shall be transferred in 2017. If the country would pay
30th part of claims, the amount would be sufficient to
prevent abolishment of children’s allowance, which is,
let me remind again, 31,8 euros.
However, adoption of the budget for 2017 is finalized.
Now, we have to wait the end of New Year’s and Christ-
mas holidays, to see the results of measures the coun-
try has conducted.
In similar situations, it is important to invite on solidar-
ity – especially the ones who make decisions. If there is
no money in the budget for children’s allowances of so-
cially vulnerable families, then how it comes that there
is the money for expenses of mobile phones and fuel
for official purposes. Why can’t Prime Ministers, min-
isters, presidents of countries, parliaments and govern-
ments walk to job or by bicycle? If the Plan for the
recovery of deficit and public debt is being adopted,
why have they allocated 23.000 euros from the budget
for the fuel of the President of Montenegro? Whether
the President of the Parliament should spend on phone
conversations 70.000 euros, in a year of crisis? (Data
were taken from the budget for 2016.)
Certain Montenegrin parliamentarian party rejected
the above mentioned benefits and saved 60.000 euros

during one mandate.
The ones who don’t
prefer this step will ask
why they had not gave
up of their salaries and
financing of  parties
from the budget. Yes,
this would be excellent
scenario, but let’s not
be utopians. 
At the time of crisis, it is
important to be human
and to take care about
someone else’s suffer-
ing. Children that will
not receive allowance
are our citizens. We
have to be united and
make pressure on lead-

ers of the state and responsible ones to dispose of the
budget adequately, not to fill the gaps at the cashbox by
targeting the vulnerable ones. Because, different treat-
ment positions our country as the fair and socially re-
sponsible society – but only on paper.  

Why payment of tax debts when it’s
easier to abolish children’s allowance
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Minority media have a multiple role in multi-ethnic and
multilingual countries. They serve not only to inform

minorities on their native language, but are also an important
tool for preservation and development of national identity of
a certain minority population. In that context, national culture
is only one element in development of national identity.

Nowadays, we live in a time of media globalisation. Even in the
culture area, we are aware of the culture imperialism that in-
tends to impose the culture; produced in the most developed
Western countries,
especial ly USA;
mostly via media, to
small countries and
people. As Furio
Colombo, Italian
writer and a journalist
said: “The tendency is
to develop an inter-
national communi-
cat ion network
without identity and
culture trace…”.
On the other side, in-
tending to unite the
whole media space
ethnically, national
media in Montene-
gro do not provide
enough space to mi-
norities in media.
Here, I think espe-

cially on Albanians. Media silence is part of the editorial policy
of Montenegrin media for Albanians. So small content about
Albanians in Montenegro in media is mostly about politics,
and information about crime or other accidents, while Alban-
ian culture has been anathematized. As media experts said,
writing about the culture of other people means writing good
about them. Therefore, media on Albanian language in Mon-
tenegro are the most important and the only place that in-
forms and promotes the culture of Albanians in Montenegro.
When it comes to minority media in Montenegro, a number
of researches showed that their content was mono-ethnic.
Majority of media is reporting about its own minority, report-
ing about majority population, but the least space has been
given to reporting about other minorities. Reporting of na-
tional and minority media reflects the real situation in Mon-
tenegrin society, and we can even say encourages the gap that
exists between different ethnic groups in the country.
Minority media surely cannot have the role of national media
but are important resource for preservation and promotion
of the national culture of minorities. In this regard, what char-
acterizes media on Albanian language in Montenegro is that
they create joint national culture space through their report-
ing, where the culture of Albanians in Montenegro holds spe-
cial place. At the end, it is important to mention that national
media have to be more sensitive to the culture of minorities,
because only then they present the true image of minorities.

Importance of minority media in
protection of national culture
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What is democratic state in theory and what do we
strive for as an ideal for of organizing and functioning

of a society represents Norway. Although it is well known
that this is regulated state, where the rules are respected and
where the bright future is obvious, only after short contact
with Norwegians I have realized the real meaning of epithet
that is used to describe one of the symbols of democracy.
Study visit called: “What is democracy in practice?”, and re-
ally, the best knowledge comes from the practice.
Norway is the state with the high percent of social responsi-
bility and the rate of unemployment that is less than 3%,
where net salaries are 4,000.00 EUR. This is the state with
the wide range of opportunities, where citizens can afford
their families winter and summer holidays, visiting of culture
events, having hobbies. It is the country where young people
plan their future. Unfortunately, this seems so distant from
the situation that face majority of citizens in our country.
Like a child who happily awaits for the Santa Clause, ordi-
nary man in Montenegro rejoices the beginning of a month
waiting for his 300,00 EUR salary, if he is lucky to receive it
regularly and if his company is not under the bankruptcy,
and of course, if he has a job at all, because the unemploy-
ment rate is more than 20%. Tax that is paid to the country
of Norway is from 30 to 60%, depending of the amount of
the gross salary of an individual. That money is intended
for free health insurance and education, which is the pri-
ority to Norwegians. According to the report of EHCI, Mon-
tenegrin health system is the worst in Europe. Inadequate
educational policy and 10.000 of unemployed students who
finished universities, PhDs and masters in the state that has
650 thousand of people, is the indicator of lack of care and
attitude of leaders of the state towards the most important
segments of the system, health care system and education,
which are permeated by corruption at all levels, without
punishing of responsible committers. 

I am coming back to Norway, where rules are strictly re-
spected, no matter if you are ordinary citizen of national
functionary. What characterizes Norwegians is their sense
of responsibility for their own acts. People make mistakes,
and punishments are prescribed for misdemeanors, so that
“political offenders” on leading positions, retire from the
function they do after negligible mistakes. An Norwegian
minister exceeded the speed limit because he was previ-
ously informed that his child was at the hospital. This sit-
uation is rational, even for Norwegians who are known for
cold emotions. Still, the minister resigned. Society ex-
pected this from him, and of course, accepted it. I wonder
what would Prime Minister in our country do, minister or
director, to realize that it is time to resign from the func-
tion, not to change it with another one? What especially
thrills is so modest approach to success the achieve. The
impression is that they even become uncomfortable when
someone appraises them, because they believe that
achieved result are not the merit of any of them individu-
ally. The success is achieved with the synergy of politicians,
health and education workers, physical workers, business
people, and people dealing with other jobs. It is the success
of culture, experience of the country, obligations and
habits of all the citizens of Norway. Their Parliament func-
tions in full capacity, performs excellent duties, which is
reflected in satisfied citizens. When it comes to our Par-
liament, level of discussion, and demonstration of power
of the leading majority, which is manifested in adopting
of harmful decisions – I don’t want to waste words. Inter-
estingly, the biggest program differences of Norwegian par-
ties are related to the manner of spending of money and
oil reserves. I have to note that Montenegro has no such
reserve problems, notwithstanding enormous potentials
it has. Beautiful Adriatic Sea, stunning wild beaches, mys-
tic mountains, relaxing lakes, and magnificent canyons
adorn our beautiful, small country, a Mediterranean jewel,
whose national debt is more than two billion euros. Un-
fortunately, citizens have no benefits from the natural re-
sources of Montenegro, while certain powerful people who
are close to authorities have the privilege to valorize these
resources for the interests of specific circle of people.
So, while Montenegro faces organized crime and corruption,
which is even stated in the EU Reports, and even with the
lack of political willingness to deal with the fight against
crime and corruption that erode all segments of our society,
Norway is the country with the small rate of corruption and
crime, where modesty in attitude and spending of money,
are virtues. As much is Montenegro far from Norway, so
much is democracy in theory far from democracy in practice.                     
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Alumni conference about the fight
against corruption in Montenegro  

In November 2016, School of Democratic Leadership
organized alumni conference on topic “Towards More
Efficient Fight against Corruption in Montenegro”. Dis-
cussions at the conference were organized in three panels
and were about different aspects of fight against corrup-
tion, preventive mechanisms and concrete problems in
work of judicial bodies and prosecution office, but also
about the efficiency of public institutions in this process.
Panelists at the event were ambassadors of foreign coun-
tries who act in Montenegro, bearers of the highest ju-
dicial functions and representatives of  public
institutions, while the panels moderated our alumni and
prominent journalists. This event was organized in co-
operation with the School of Political Studies Visegrad,                               
and with the assistance of funds of the Commission for     
allocation of the lottery funds.  

MPs from Montenegro and BiH about the challenges of 
two countries on their road towards the EU 

In the mid of December, 2016, School of Democratic Leadership organized bilateral alumni seminar on topic “Chal-
lenges of Europeanisation in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro”. The seminar was organized in Jahorina, in co-
operation with the Council of Europe School of Political Studies in BiH. Participants at the seminar were parliamentarians
and high functionaries from political parties from the alumni lines of both schools. One of the main messages of this
event was that Montenegro and BiH should make additional efforts in the process of adoption of the European standards,
primarily due to the internal needs of the society, and not only because these are duties, which two countries have to
fulfill on their European road, through negotiation process.

New SDL generation 

School of Democratic Leadership will start the program for the new - XV generation, from February 2017. Participants of
this generation will be representatives of political parties and media. Program of the School 2017 implies four modules that
will be organized in Montenegro, and one that will be organized abroad. Modules will be devoted to different aspects of the
European integration process and will be adapted at the same time to the needs of target groups, envisaged by the project.
Opening ceremony and first module of new generation are planned in the period from 17 to 19 of February. 

NEWS FROM SDL

* Images in the Bulletin have been taken from the Internet, in accordance with the Creative Commons license.
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